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Abstract 

In drowning instances, diatom testing is a crucial method for the purpose of determining the cause of death. 

As the signs of ante-mortem drowning dissipate quickly once degradation occurs, diatom testing serves an 

important role in identifying and verifying drowning deaths. Diatoms can be employed in forensic 

geoscience criminal investigations due of their broad distribution in water, great biodiversity, habitat 

specialization, and good conservation potential.. Existing diatoms in tissue samples can be extracted and 

identified as confirmation that specific diatoms were immersed and employed on-site. The spread of 

diatoms in a given place is also influenced by temperature and pH fluctuations. The accuracy of diatom 

testing in resolving drowning cases was established by the discovery of diatom differences in both water 

and tissue samples. The intelligence inspector and team should continually be thinking of new ways and 

means for extracting and recognizing proof of diatoms as soon as possible. 
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Introduction 

'Diatom testing' is one such test. A little imperceptible green growth called diatoms present in water, soil, 

sodden regions and so forth likewise the most widely recognized sorts of phytoplankton . It is possible that 

the body is spherical (middle structures working class) or elongated (kinds of pennate-class pennate). 

Pennates are similar to centrales in that they are radially even and have a circular or three-sided 

configuration. Pennate diatoms appear to be lodges, boat-molded diatoms, or fall-formed diatoms .It is 

encased in dissatisfaction, a hard silicon substance, and its size ranges from 2 to 200 microns. When a 
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person drowns in water containing diatoms, a few diatoms penetrate the alveolar dividing vessels as 

detected by Transmission Electron Microscopy and Electron Checking Microscopy and enter the 

circulatory system, where they are transported to distant organs. This does not happen in life after death, 

However, evidence of diatom disappointments in the inside organs of suffocating victims has been 

discovered 'by diatom studies' undertaken by quantifiable professionals to aid in the diagnosis of 

suffocation .While some specialists feel that diatoms in human organs are unambiguous indication of 

suffocation, others claim that it does not occur.; they have come to this conclusion due to its widespread 

circulation. There are three possible methods for diatom frustrations to enter the human body without 

drowning: a) inhaling diatoms in the air, b) importing diatom-containing items, and c) a desire for diatomic 

water. Diatoms can be found in green natural goods, vegetables, fish, meat, and molluscs. Openings for 

diatoms from the gastro-digestive system through the gateway corridor or lymphatic are additionally 

demonstrated. Knight the has called attention to that there is by all accounts no explanation so diatoms 

don't enter the gastrointestinal parcel and get close enough to blood or body tissues. It is additionally 

conceivable that diatom examination might be harmed by filthy crystal and reagents. 

The presence of fine froth in the mouth and nose, as well as the characteristic "drowning lung" evidence of 

small bodies recovered from the water, are the best side effects indicating death by drowning [1]. A 

macroscopic autopsy is usually enough to make a drowning death diagnosis, especially if the police have 

provided a detailed event record. If other diseases or dangers, such as fibrosis or recurrent pleurisy pleural 

effusion, or hazards, such as the desire to vomit and various forms of constipation, are present, interpreting 

the findings can be difficult. [2]. The aforementioned foam, on the other hand, is only found in a portion of 

all situations and vanishes as soon as it comes into contact with air or rots. Because of these potential 

sources of inaccuracy, it's vital in uncertain situations to have a reliable source of information. Laboratory 

tests should be employed to make a diagnosis, quantitative diatom analysis, which evaluates the presence 

of diatoms in bodily tissue, is the most essential and thorough of these tests. The only reliable diagnostic 

technique for cases of decomposition in our circumstance was discovered in water, where the conventional 

macroscopic indications of drowning could no longer be assessed. 

Diatoms aren't found in the human body naturally. Diatoms found in body parts show that the man was 

alive before entering the water, indicating that drowning was the cause of death.. However, the absence of 
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diatoms does not result in instant swallowing, testing does not indicate a negative result, and a 

comprehensive study is required.  

Additional diatom taxonomy is nearly entirely based on the development of their siliceous, which, when 

magnified, reveal an almost unlimited variety of patterns. The shape and frustration formation and valve, as 

well as the presence or absence of various types of appendages, are used to separate central diatoms into 

suborders Pennate diatoms are divided into suborders based on the size of the rapeseed and synthetic 

rapeseed development. The terms used with the framework at these higher levels are by all accounts 

extremely carefully chosen, with the genera associated with the structure's establishment mass being those 

that are all securely related, as evidenced by the archaeological record. The guidelines for ordering genera 

and species are based on an itemized structure that includes the number of striae, type, plan, and punctae, 

as well as the number of areola. Attempts  a new term detachment that is reliant on good construction. 

Pores and areolae, as revealed by an electron magnifying instrument, which led to the consolidation of 

several expenditures, are sometimes isolated .Electron microscopy has in this way had little impact on 

presently acknowledged classifications of higher charges, but ended up being extremely helpful in 

arranging creatures into more modest species. 

Mainly because of their diversity, beauty, and incorruptibility, the diatoms give the premise to a scientific 

categorization that might be old also preferable created over some other class of microorganisms. 

Notwithstanding, obviously our present information is a long way from acceptable. 

     Sample preparation  

There are multiple ways of treating diatoms in slide readiness. The right mix of measures ought still 

up in the air by testing corresponding to individual qualities of the examined test. Care ought to be 

taken at all stages with the goal that no valves are lost or harmed, furthermore intermittent 

investigations of such occasions ought to be performed by looking at previous things, during and 

later the different phases of readiness It ought to be noticed that the backs are delicate too processes 

are effectively annihilated and that solid and quick centrifugation developments can be broken 

powerless diatoms .New or dried material is used for dregs tests since broiler drying can promote 

diatom breakdown.. Care should forever be taken to stay away from pollution. It is vital in research 

centers where diatoms are various locales are at the same time altered. Clean dishes is likewise 
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significant in the event that the china is reasonable reusable ought to be cleaned at 10% hot Where 

planning is required an enormous number of lowered examples, a water shower utilizing 

expendable test tubes rather than containers can be chosen . It is vital to focus on wellbeing issues 

particularly the appropriate utilization of security hardware and smoke cupboards. Hydrogen 

peroxide is an extremely impressive oxidizing specialist and contact with the skin ought to be kept 

away from. Solid acids they should be utilized cautiously and some diatom stars contain natural 

solvents also they should be dealt with in a smoke bureau. 

 

Removing salt in HCL 

Treatment with a weak hydrochloric corrosive can remove carbonate and high iron salts and oxides. 

Non-calcareous fossils may be ignored in this section. Place a small amount of soil (usually 

approximately 1g of moist soil suffices) in a smoke bureau, prepare, and add a little 10% HCl. 

Brush for around 15 minutes with a moderate amount of heat. Wash in clean water if using a 

rotator. 

 

Removing organic matter 

Using hydrogen peroxide, powerful acids, or burning, organisms can be destroyed. Utilize a broad 

non-stick baking pan in the smokehouse to learn how to use hydrogen peroxide, and then add a 

teeny-tiny quantity of 30%. When the foam has cooled, add the hydrogen peroxide and gradually 

cook it in a hot skillet until all organisms have died.. Low temperature digestion is also possible, 

and it is suitable when a strong reaction is expected. For coarse natural residues, filter with a 0.5 

mm sieve. In some cases, absorbance is the only step that requires complete washing of the sample 

residue (centrifugation or sedimentation, washing in purified water at least three times) and hanging 

on the final slide holder in pure water. If hydrogen peroxide produces excessive foam, be prepared 

to wash or transfer a large, wide sample cup. 

 

Removing miner organic matter 

When miner organic material impairs fine-tuning of slides, efforts may be made to minimize 

mineral material in practical ways. Hard minerals can be removed by filtration (match size greater 

than 0.5 mm) or by slightly rotating the top plate to separate diatoms and fine mineral components. 
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In a similar way, clay can be gently removed, allowing diatoms and coarse mineral particles to 

dissolve before the dried clay is destroyed and disposed. This process can be improved by applying 

a dilute ammonium hydroxide solution to take over the sediments. 

 

Separating valves 

After final treatment and cleaning, the condition should be verified to ensure that all undesired 

materials have been eliminated and that specific valves have been used to separate numerous 

frustrating items and gaps. If the diagnosis and calculations are likely to be affected by the rest 

valve facing the belt, in an ultrasonic bath, the final sample suspension can be sonicated. This 

method works, however it cracks the valve and should only be used for identification rather than 

counting. The modified diatom solution in distilled water was filtered for better focusing and 

carefully blended for slide manufacturing. 

 

Preparation for estimating diatom concentration 

If diatom concentration is desired, a known number of marker microspheres can be added to this 

category. Microspheres constructed from various diameters of microspheres and divinylbenzene 

(DVB), which is resistant to the natural solvents found in diatom mountains, are the most suited. It 

is, however, significantly less appealing than diatoms and can only be used at the end of the 

treatment procedure to prevent losses during the bathing   process  . The stock suspension should be 

made with a variety of spheres per ml, and the concentration and accuracy should be determined 

using an electron panicle counter .A small amount of ammonia solution prevents the spheres from 

colliding, while a very small amount of mercury chloride (5 ppm) prevents bacteria from 

developing.. Keep the stock at 4 ° C in the dark. 

 

Slide preparation 

Standard scattered mounts are prepared by carefully lowering 0.2 ml of diatom suspension to a 

clean coverslip with a pipette, allowing the diatoms to settle and the water to evaporate at room 

temperature. It should be done with caution so as not to disrupt the coverslip. After the coverslip 

has dried, a highly refractive resin indicator (i.e., 1.7) such as Naphrax or Hyrax is used to apply it  

To obtain Naphrax, place one drop on the glass slid and replace the cover with dried diatoms on the 
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fall. Heat the slide on a hotplate to roughly 130° C after a 15-minute drive toluene in Naphrax. 

Allow the slide to cool before checking to see if the coverslip moves when pushed with the nails. 

The slide will be warmed if feasible. To ensure that determining the concentration of diatoms on the 

coverslip is worthwhile, all slides should be presented. In order to preserve duplicate slide archives, 

three or four diatoms in each field of view are appropriate, and additional slides for each specimen 

should be generated. If the SEM or more slides require a significant event, store the fixed 

suspension in methanol in an airtight glass container. Diatoms that have been stored in water have 

the ability to dissolve. 

 

Preparing diatom samples for EM 

The diatom component of a scanning electron microscope is simple to change (SEM). Although 

small drops of set suspension can be ejected directly from the model stub, it is recommended that 

the material be secured to the 11 mm wide cover first, and then the cover glass to the stub with resin 

.A little amount of silver should be put to the nozzle's edge to establish effective electrical contact 

between the glass slurry and the iron on the ceiling. With the use of a splatter coater, the sample has 

been gold coated and is ready for examination. Diatoms rarely employ electron transmission 

microscopy (TEM). In diatom taxonomy, it lacks many of the advantages of SEM, it has a very 

high resolution and is particularly effective for analyzing tiny wall models. They are maintained in 

place by depositing a drop of pure suspension on a copper grid coated with sample Formvar. 

 

Light microscopy 

Light microscopy with immersion oils and a magnification of 750 x and more is used in the 

majority of diatom analyses. It is possible to employ a bright field, a class difference, or a distinct 

distortion opposite light; each has its own set of benefits. Measurement requires an eyepiece 

reticule, which should be measured on a standard micrometer slide labeled with 0.01 mm sections. 

Microphotography is necessary, and attachment to the lucida camera is beneficial. Diatomists are 

increasingly saving, deceiving, and transferring photos using digital cameras and imaging software. 

 

Identification and taxonomy 
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Many assemblages of lake-sediment diatoms are extremely diverse, and diatomists must always be 

on the lookout for the unknown and uncertain tax. Fortunately, standard rate identification is 

extremely simple and can usually be done on a frequent basis. The words differ swiftly in size, 

shape, existence of raphe or absorption, and arrangement of striae probable reduction. This will, 

however, entail making estimates with a limited ocular reticule and knowing the terms for valve 

form and valve characteristics. 

 

 

 Discussion 

Drowning diagnosis remains one of forensic science's most challenging tasks. When diatom species human 

organs are compatible with existing diatoms putative drowning media, although drowning is recognized as 

a cause of death, the significance of irritability, volume performance, and qualitative diatom analysis in 

drowning detection is uncertain. Some species are assumed to be transmitted through inhalation, food, and 

drinking water. Diatoms have been found in bone marrow and non-submerged tissues bodies, according to 

a few authors. The existence of diatoms in immature bodies, according to Pollanen, could be owing to 

pollution produced by time and various autopsy processes and diatom tests. There are a few lessons, 

however, in which no diatoms have been discovered in the tissues of immortal beings. Diatom testing is 

still considered a gold standard. A few writers have backed diatom diagnostic techniques for drowning due 

to pollution, and the supplied analysis was carried out externally. 

Diatoms were identified in a deceased person's stomach, lungs, duodenum, liver, kidneys, blood, and brain. 

Diatom testing can be utilized as supporting evidence in the investigation of drowning deaths provided 

sufficient steps are taken to reduce pollution, according to the findings of these many studies conducted in 

various parts of the world.. Diatom testing for poverty Sensitivity is widely debated around the world 

because it is impossible to count without pollution. Other water sources contain only small amounts of 

diatoms are present it may give a false negative effect.  They tested negative for diatoms in post-mortem 

tissue samples using a PCR-based approach for drowning cases identification. Algae (diatoms and small 

green algae) and blue green algae primers were used to examine the sample. A PCR-based method to 

diatom testing could be considered as another option for diagnosing drowning fatalities in the future. 
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Conclusion 

Diatoms are commonly used in the forensic science diagnosis of drowning death. Diatom testing has 

proven to be very useful in resolving drowning cases involving advanced stages of decay and penetration 

of skeletal bodies, and it can be used as important evidence in medical and legal investigations, especially 

when autopsy and placement findings show that fatality was not caused by drowning. The quality and 

number of diatoms can be assessed by detecting diatoms in samples and determining the number of 

species. The conclusions of the study should be viewed in light of autopsy and police investigations. 

Diatoms can occasionally be identified in the internal organs of young bodies, diatom testing is significant. 

Because diatoms in different habitats have different morphological and taxonomic features, the location / 

domain of the drowning can be determined. To ascertain the location of drowning in drowning deaths, 

water from the drowning area should be studied and compared to a sample of the organ. To detect diatoms 

in the current age, advanced technologies such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Fluorimetry, 

Molecular Biology Procedures, and Automatic Diatom Identification and Classification (ADIAC) can be 

utilized. 
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